Cinderella Upset Rochester In Thriller 66-1-2 — 59-1-2

Power In Field Events Paves Way For Victory McKernan Double Victor

Going into the Rochester meet with only two weeks of practice, the Blue and Gold Cinderella's won the biggest upset of the year for them by beating the Yellow Jackets of Rochester for the first time in history on the Rochester track.

In the field the events and Don McKernan's double victory were the decisive factors in winning the contest which was not decided until the last event.

McKernan was the hero of the meet. Winning the 110-yard dash in 10.7 and then running the running broad jump, with Scotch topping the list of two events to go, Don jumped 21 feet and a half and had the narrowest of victories on Bill Zartak finished second. But John Ryker tied the meet for him from each of the three main departments, was a more than adequate sign that the contest will be

Since the Junior Prom is being held in honor of the graduating seniors, one of the highlights of the dance will be the crowning of the queen. The announcement of the Queen will be made at 9:30 p.m. The Committee in charge is planning to make it a festive occasion, and to heighten interest, the name of the young lady of the moment will be kept a closely guarded secret until the actual crowning takes place.

Final balloting will be held on Monday in the Back Lobby and in the Seneca Gym, and it is hoped that every student will vote himself in the contest. For his favorite, the members of the Junior Class will meet in the School Hall to see who wins.

On Sunday, May 9, special break- The program for the band concert will be announced by the Band. An informal slate of 220-yard dash: Won by Reed (R); in Women's Mulligan (L). Time, 23.3. 8:15 p.m.-Concert by College Band. When chosen as the 1947 New York Yankees, the Bombers were atop the world. The Bombers swept all 3 places, Hank Eyrick and John Miller took first in the pole vault, "Doc" Blanchard won the shot put, Charles Holt took the discus and Vio. McManus won the mile. Tomorrow, the Bombers will meet the stiffest test of the season when they go to Alfred N. Y. to engage the Alfred U. Saxons.

110-yard low hurdles: Run by McKeelan (R), 2d, Menninger (R); 3d, Waller, (R), Time, 10.07.

120-yard high hurdles: Run by L. Mausiloff (R); 2d, Britton (R), 3d, Maligle (L), Time, 19.85.

800-yard run: Run by Youngman (R), 2d, Giomacchio (R); 3d, Busbones (R), Time, 1:23.05.

220-yard run: Run by Reed (R); 2d, Landerb (R), 3d, Menninger (R), Time, 23.3.

220-yard low hurdles: Run by Wilcox (R), Time, 24.25.

440-yard run: Run by Bouzies (R), Time, 51.27.

Pole vault: Eyrick and Miller (L) tied first for first; Zinter (R) and Huddle (L), tied second, Time, 11.00.

Shot Put: Run by Blandard (L), 2d, Wilsher (R), 3d, Holt, (R), Distance, 20 feet 9 inches.

Discus: Run by Wyder (R), 2d, Hoffmans (L), 3d, Blinde (L), Distance, 113 feet 1 inch.

Hammer: Run by McKeelan (R); 2d, Schrock (R), 3d, Keck and Soehn, Time, 19.67.

Final Score: Rochester 606, Seneca 895.

Miller's "All My Sons" Scheduled for May Showing

The drama department will present as its final major production of the current season Arthur Miller's "All My Sons" in the College Theatre May 19, 20, 21 and 22.

The cast includes:

Joe Keller ... Stanley Levenson Kate Keller ....... Erna Scheib Chris Keller .. Harry Burch Ann Deever ... Priscilla Radolpho George Deever ... Daniel Rubinstein Dr. Jim Blythes ... Richard Woods Sue Baines ... Es. Conaway Frank Lubey ... Robert Bresson Lydia Lubey ... Marsha Barbier Bert ... Jimmy Metz

As part of Bert requires a young student in Boynton Junior Home, was asked to take the role.

The play is under the direction of Mr. Eugene Wood. George Hounser designed the set and Dennis Sitter will supervise the technical department.

In the words of Brooks Atkinson of the New York Times, "All My Sons" is a play about courage, and if it has any special fault, "it is that Miller has too much to say, ideas about people pour out of him in an abundance that almost swamps his play. When chosen as the 1947 New York Yankees, the Bombers were atop the world. The Bombers swept all 3 places, Hank Eyrick and John Miller took first in the pole vault, "Doc" Blanchard won the shot put, Charles Holt took the discus and Vio. McManus won the mile. Tomorrow, the Bombers will meet the stiffest test of the season when they go to Alfred N. Y. to engage the Alfred U. Saxons.

440-yard run: Run by Bouzies (R), Time, 51.27.

Pole vault: Eyrick and Miller (L) tied first for first; Zinter (R) and Huddle (L), tied second, Time, 11.00.

Shot Put: Run by Blandard (L), 2d, Wilsher (R), 3d, Holt, (R), Distance, 20 feet 9 inches.

Discus: Run by Wyder (R), 2d, Hoffmans (L), 3d, Blinde (L), Distance, 113 feet 1 inch.

Hammer: Run by McKeelan (R); 2d, Schrock (R), 3d, Keck and Soehn, Time, 19.67.

Final Score: Rochester 606, Seneca 895.
Fraternally Yours

As I.C. It

By Dave Mistovsky

The RADIO LITERATI... Two of our air-marked students at I.C. have displayed a bit of literary skill that has turned out quite profitably. The two recipients... both ex-members of Uncle Sam's salt... all have capitalized on their past experiences in the Navy to make the goodbyes roll in. Mary Keeler, pretty little soul of the WAVES, and Mrs. John track, in the "Association for Education by Radio" (Alpha Epsilon Phi) Script Contest. The prize was $25 with an opportunity for further fame and finances in the contest to be held in November. "Buzz" F. F. Glimpse recounted some of his Navy anecdotes for the Saturday Evening Post and won himself a nice little sum of $100.

We hear, also, that no one needs a little pocket money by anecdoting for a mag... the messenger is Sid Berman.

... Local Conversation seems to be centering about the guessing for Prom Queen... There are nine swell kids in the running and among them some close friendships... It will be tough to judge which of them should wear the "Wreath of '48." The voting for the eliminations prospects look good for an even better balloting on Monday for the final choice... At the old End itself is anxiously awaited by all for the culmination of the "social season." Lots of fun should be had by one and all this coming weekend and those who don't have plans made yet can get on the "ball" (pun, that) as the admission price is lower this year and a tax isn't required so you gals better start hinting to the fellows who are lax in asking... As Bob Hope would say... "For an evening of fun, get on the run, use Pepto, ask your hon, and go to the dance, son!"

HEREA and THEREA... If nothing else is said about this year's baseball season, you have to acknowledge that there is a total runs... If the Blue and Gold keep up the way they're going, the tab system of scoring runs will have to be changed... We've already been hearing that the tab system is too complicated and that it's been quite a month now... We're all hoping there will be some new methods of scoring used this season.

People... "People Grey!... It is true that one of the local theaters will house the guests at Commencement? It was a shame last year that so many people had to be turned away from the Bartholdi... People can afford..." It seems that the reason, at least, is that local I.C. music students are at full-time musicians, and some of the fine bands have been plucked away by day and tooters at night... You have to blow your own horn "Night and Day."..."

WOC Election Results... The elections for the new Student Council was held at the Club Clarion. Following in the College Little Theatre. The pace at an afternoon meeting.

Student Council Amends Constitution

The Student Council, meeting in special session on Wednesday, April 25, and the following resolutions were adopted:

- "Amend the Constitution so that each department might have one representative at the Student Council."
- "The representative at the Student Council will be selected by the faculty of that department."
Jim LaRock Finishes Fourth In National AAU's; Don Robinson Beaten

Competing in the 174 lb. class at the National Senior AAU Wrestling championships at Hempstead, N.Y., Chris Tunnell, chamberlain wrestling star, finished fourth in the national championships for Ithaca in the team standings. It also qualified Jim for the Olympic tryouts.

The Olympic finals are under way as this edition goes to press and will be announced as to how LaRock is faring.

The two men competing in the nationals for Ithaca were Don Robinson and Jim LaRock. Don didn’t do too well as Jim. Don wrestled in the 125 lb. class, was pinned in the opening round by Dick Hausel of Cornell College, Ithaca, he wrestled on a national champion and was up last year. In the second round Robinson was eliminated from further competition by Robert Kirk of the Navy Academy, who was another outstanding wrestler of the tournament.

In his first match Jim thwarted Harry Horn unattached in 2:19; and in his second match he defeated Prof. Dexter of Mt. Vernon, Iowa, in 2:12. He drew a third round bye and that match was with Charles Swift of the Navy Olympics and By James Greg and O.T. A.A. and N.C.A.A. champion.

Only five colleges broke into the scoring and Ithaca was one of them. The others were: Cornell, Iowa; of Nebraska; Purdue; and Oklahoma A. and M., who were the other schools to score besides Ithaca. All these schools are outstanding ones and on the nation they are the best. This is a sign that Ithaca is coming along in the wrestling world.

Coach Herb Broadway's Raquetmen Meet Alfred U. In Opener Today

At 1:00 p.m. today Coach Broadway's Raquetmen of the Ithaca College will meet the Alfred University Saxons on the tennis courts. It is the annual opening match of the season for both squads. With an all-veteran up front line the Owls should face with the Saxons.

The probable starting lineup will have Harry Heman at No. 1, Nick Stariiski at No. 2, Ron McLarty at No. 3, Tom McCarthy, Clark, Myers and Lines at Nos. 4, 5, 6.

Each Tuesday and Thursday afternoon the members of the Owls and Saxons will meet for a five matches and two doubles matches. On May 4th the travelers will make the long trek to get to the strong OwlsLender's. squad.

Diamondmen Crush Lockport of Pony League

Markell, McIlhennan and Goffin Led Hit Attack

Ithaca, N.Y., April 26—Playing against their second pro opponent in as many years, The Ithaca Diamondmen defeated 3 pitchers for 13 hits as they beat the Lockport of the Class-D Pony League, a farm team of Cincinnati, 12-2.

It was a different story than the previous year, however, because the Good Fielders, though outclassed, the Bombers as St. Bonaventure at Olean.

The second game of the baseball season has proved to be quite competitive. The Owls' pitching, however, has several other candidates, who will be heard from in a week or two.

Despite the pessimistic attitude taken toward tomorrow's meet with U. of Rochester, I feel that the Owls should do well in the field events will assure them of scoring a credible number of points.
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Food Trip T.C.C. in Opener 2-0

With Bill McCarthy hurling four strong innings and Tom Quest three, the Bombers were favored to win the first six runs of the season. The Bombers were out hit seven to five and were able to put them on deck. Bob O'Neill pitched the other four innings with good control. Pete Macoug way pitched the last five innings for the T.C.C. and was the only man on the team to stop the Ithaca attack. McCarthy was the winner.

Wilson, among others, in his April 24 story, said that "Sandv" was supposed to meet Ithaca at Percy Field.

The box score:
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SENIOR SPOTLIGHT
by Don Bonaci

"Now, wait a minute, Buddy. I'm not going to be a butch. Alice's the boy!" protested Phy Ed, Dave Garvey.

"Fair enough, then; I wasn't the wrestler. Dave was. Get those notes straightened out," cautioned little Alice Lombardo.

"All right, all right fellows," quoted I. "Dave Garvey, dark-haired and dark-eyed, took the stand for the Bombers of the 1st Annual "Last April" is equally as good as the opposite side of this record.

SPINNING PLATTERS
by Clarence Warrington

Before we look into the realm of new classical recordings this week, let's take a look at the list of the popular recordings that have re-...